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Abstract: The Leaf Area Index (LAI) is a crucial indicator of crop photosynthetic potential, which
is of great significance in farmland monitoring and precision management. This study aimed to
predict potato plant LAI for potato plant growth monitoring, integrating spectral, textural, and
morphological data through UAV images and machine learning. A new texture index named VITs
was established by fusing multi-channel information. Vegetation growth features (Vis and plant
height Hdsm) and texture features (TIs and VITs) were obtained from drone digital images. Various
feature combinations (VIs, VIs + TIs, VIs + VITs, VIs + VITs + Hdsm) in three growth stages were
adopted to monitor potato plant LAI using Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR), Support Vector
Regression (SVR), random forest (RF), and eXtreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), so as to find the
best feature combinations and machine learning method. The performance of the newly built VITs
was tested. Compared with traditional TIs, the estimation accuracy was obviously improved for
all the growth stages and methods, especially in the tuber-growth stage using the RF method with
13.6% of R2 increase. The performance of Hdsm was verified by including it either as one input
feature or not. Results showed that Hdsm could raise LAI estimation accuracy in every growth stage,
whichever method is used. The most significant improvement appeared in the tuber-formation
stage using SVR, with an 11.3% increase of R2. Considering both the feature combinations and the
monitoring methods, the combination of VIs + VITs + Hdsm achieved the best results for all the
growth stages and simulation methods. The best fitting of LAI in tuber-formation, tuber-growth,
and starch-accumulation stages had an R2 of 0.92, 0.83, and 0.93, respectively, using the XGBoost
method. This study showed that the combination of different features enhanced the simulation of
LAI for multiple growth stages of potato plants by improving the monitoring accuracy. The method
presented in this study can provide important references for potato plant growth monitoring.

Keywords: Leaf Area Index; Unmanned Aerial Vehicle; potato; optimized texture features index;
fused feature model; machine learning

1. Introduction

Potato is the fourth largest food crop in the world [1], and the healthy development of
the potato industry is of great significance to global food security. China’s potato cultivation
area ranks first globally, but the unit yield is lower than the world average [2]. In recent
years, with the intensification of global environmental change and the increasing concern for
ecosystem function and health, accurate monitoring and assessment of surface vegetation
has become an important research area [3]. As one of the critical indicators of vegetation
growth, the Leaf Area Index (LAI) has essential applications in vegetation ecology, agri-
cultural production, and ecosystem management [4]. LAI reflects the vegetation biomass,
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the intensity of photosynthesis, and the exchange of energy and matter [5]. Accurately
obtaining and monitoring LAI is significant for understanding vegetation’s growth status
and ecosystems’ structure and function [6]. Traditional LAI measurement methods are
mostly field sampling surveys, which can damage the plants in the acquisition process and
thus cause crop-yield reduction [7]. The optical LAI-based measurement instruments re-
quire the experience of testers to choose the appropriate time and operation method, which
encounters the problems of high time and space costs and it is difficult to monitor continu-
ously and on a large scale. With the development of remote-sensing technology, satellites,
aerial aircrafts, and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become effective methods
for large-scale crop-growth monitoring [8]. Croft [9] developed a chlorophyll-monitoring
model for wheat and maize using the Landsat-8 multispectral satellite. Moharana [10]
constructed a model for measuring nitrogen and chlorophyll content of rice using EO-1
Hyperion hyperspectral data and ground-based spectroradiometer measurements. The
look-up table (LUT) of the PROSAIL model combined with the hyperspectral UAV was
also applied to estimate the inversion potato LAI [11]. Clevers [12] used Sentinel-2 satellite
images to estimate the LAI, leaf chlorophyll content (LCC), and canopy chlorophyll content
(CCC) of potatoes through vegetation indices. Although satellite data can assess various
nutrient indicators of crops on a large scale, its application in precision agriculture is limited
by its long revisit period, atmospheric cloud cover, and low spatial resolution [13]. UAV is
widely used due to its low price, easy maneuverability, and simple data processing [14–16].

The vegetation indices can quickly provide information about vegetation growth
status, dynamic changes, vegetation classification, cover estimation, etc., and are widely
used in crop-nutrition monitoring. Du [17] used drones to collect maize canopy spectral
information, construct 14 vegetation indices, and use linear regression and neural network
models to establish LAI estimation models. Hasan [18] used UAV red, green, and blue
(RGB) images to estimate the LAI of winter wheat at the jointing stage of Xinjiang. He con-
structed a Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) model based on the Visible Atmospheric
Resistant Index (VARI), Red–Green–Blue Vegetation Index (RGBVI), Blue (B), and Green
Leaf Algorithm (GLA). Yamaguchi [19] combined deep learning (DL) with UAV RGB and
multispectral images to construct the best model of rice LAI based on DL. However, due to
the vegetation canopy’s spectral saturation and canopy-structure complexity, the results
were inaccurate when estimating only using the vegetation index (VI) [20].

In response to the phenomenon of spectral saturation observed in canopy spectra,
researchers have been systematically exploring various methodologies to augment the
accuracy of crop-nutrition monitoring. This endeavor primarily focuses on diminishing the
impact of spectral saturation on the precision of predictive results. UAV multispectral im-
agery combines these two kinds of Square Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Least Squares
Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM). Moreover, it was compared with linear regression to
estimate potato LAI when LAI was at its maximum in the field [21]. Fan [22] constructed six
spectral transformations, 12 arbitrary band combinations, and the best estimation model for
potato plant nitrogen content (PNC) using the three-band spectral index. Some studies have
introduced new image features to reduce the effect of spectral saturation. Yue [15] solved
the problem of underestimation of winter wheat AGB using ultra-high-ground-resolution
image texture, VI, and their combinations. Liu [23] estimated the nitrogen nutrition index
(NNI) based on drone VI and texture features and found that the average VI of all pixels in
the region of interest (ROI) was better than the average of vegetation pixels within the ROI.
Some studies have introduced morphological parameters to address crop-canopy spectral
saturation. Qiao [24] used a multispectral sensor carried using UAV to collect remote-
sensing images of the maize canopy at six growth stages. The LAI estimation model was
constructed based on the fusion of morphological parameters and vegetation index features.
Lu [25] combined UAV spectral and structural information, introduced a canopy-height
model, and alleviated LAI overestimation using canopy coverage as a correction parameter.
The results showed that the wheat LAI estimation model using fusion parameters improved
the accuracy of (RGB) images by 43.6%. Yan [26] used UAV multispectral cameras and
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Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors to obtain multi-source data of cotton fields
and constructed a cotton LAI estimation model based on fused data. Zhang [27] built
a kiwifruit LAI inversion model by comparing stepwise regression (SWR) and random
forest regression (RFR) by combining vegetation index and texture characteristics. Some
studies combined vegetation index with texture features and morphological parameters.
Zhang [28] combined the color index, vegetation index, and canopy height extracted using
UAV RGB, and the results showed that the accuracy of the LAI model in the four growth
stages of wheat was improved after adding plant-height information. Wu [29] acquired
high-resolution drone images, extracted the wheat canopy’s spectra structural and thermal
features, and removed the LAI estimation using random forest and Support Vector Machine
Regression. Liu [30] solved the problem of underestimating the high AGB values of potato
samples by using only RGB-VI modeling, combined with Gray-level covariance matrix
(GLCM) based textures acquired using UAV digital images, and heigh of digital surface
model (Hdsm) and RGB-VIs can improve the accuracy of potato AGB estimation at high
coverage. Yu [31] combined UAV RGB imagery, LiDAR, and hyperspectral imagery to
construct a potato LAI model with multi-feature fusion. They found that the hyperspectral
vegetation index was the most critical feature of the model.

The above studies show that combining vegetation index, texture, and morphological
parameter information can further improve the estimation accuracy of LAI. However, there
are some limitations: (1) a single texture index makes it difficult to reflect the complex
changes in the crop-canopy structure, resulting in the addition of texture information to
improve the accuracy of the model which is not apparent; (2) it is challenging to use only
the canopy spectral or structural information to provide the information on the changes
in LAI of different dimensions which leads to poor monitoring accuracy. In this study, a
new feature vegetation index improves texture (VIT) and was obtained by calculating the
texture information of different spectral channels and indexing it to explore the effect of
different combinations of textures on crop LAI monitoring more deeply. Moreover, plant
height was added to the model as a feature—in the vertical direction of the crop—to explore
the effect of the fusion of multiple types of features to estimate LAI. The machine learning
method SVR-RFE was used to rank the VIs, TIs, and VITs. The top three ranked features
were selected. Plant height was added to the model as a feature in both vertical directions.
Four models, Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) [32], Support Vector Regression
(SVR) [33], random forest (RF) [30], and eXtreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [34], were
used to model the LAI estimation of potato plants over multiple growth stages.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Experimental Design

This study was conducted in 2019 at the National Precision Agriculture Research
Demonstration Base in Xiaotangshan Town, Changping District, Beijing, China. The ex-
perimental area was in the eastern part of Xiaotangshan Town (40◦10′34′′ N, 116◦26′39′′ E).
The practical site has a warm-temperate continental semi-humid and semi-arid monsoon
climate, characterized by four distinct seasons, rain and heat in the same season, with a
multi-year average temperature of 11.8 ◦C, an average elevation of 34 m, an average of
2816 h of sunshine per year, an average of 584 mm of precipitation per year, and an average
of 203 days of a frost-free period per year. The experimental area adopts a plot-gradient
fertilization design, with 48 plots (5 m × 6.5 m), and selects early-maturing potato varieties
Zhongshu5 (Z5) and Zhongshu3 (Z3) as experimental varieties. Three density gradients
(d1: 60,000 plants/hm2, d1: 72,000 plants/hm2, d2: 84,000 plants/hm2) were set in zone D;
nitrogen fertilizer was N2, and potassium fertilizer was K1 (495 kg/hm2). Four nitrogen
gradients (N0: 0 kg/hm2, N1: 112.5 kg/hm2, N2: 225 kg/hm2, N3: 337.5 kg/hm2) pure
N were set in zone N, density is D1, K fertilizer was K1. For two potassium gradient
experiments (K0: 0 kg/hm2, K2: 990 kg/hm2), K2O was set in zone K, density was D1, N
fertilizer was N2. The phosphorus fertilizer for all plots was 90 kg/hm2. The NPK gradient
was provided using urea, superphosphate, and potassium sulfate. Eleven ground control
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points were uniformly set in the experimental plots to ensure image-stitching accuracy,
and a high-precision differential positioning system (GPS) was used for millimeter-level
positioning. The study area and experimental plot setting are shown in Figure 1.
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2.2. Data Collection
2.2.1. UAV Image Acquisition and Processing

This study utilized a DJI phantom4 digital camera (SZ DJI Technology Co., Ltd.,
Shenzhen, China) as a remote-sensing platform to acquire UAV spectral images; the camera
was equipped with a 1-inch CMOS sensor with 20 million effective pixels, a lens field
of view of 84◦, a focal length of 8.8 mm, and a maximum photographic resolution of
4000 × 3000. The specific parameters of the sensor are shown in Table 1. Digital images
of potato tuber formation, growth, and starch accumulation were obtained. The flight
altitude was 20 m, data collection was from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., the overlap rate between
routes was 85%, and data acquisition was carried out under clear, windless, and cloudless
weather conditions. The images were checked for any deficiencies after each flight. The
orthophoto (DOM) and elevation image (DSM) were obtained using PhotoScan software
(Agisoft LL., St. Petersburg, Russia) for correction and image stitching. The processing steps
are as follows: (1) POS import: import the images in the airstrip and the corresponding
POS points into the PhotoScan software to restore the geographic position of the route
photos. (2) Image alignment: add the ground control points to the software to optimize the
image alignment accuracy and generate the 3D point cloud of the flight area using its three-
coordinate information. (3) Product generation: generate a spatial grid based on the 3D
point cloud and create texture information to generate DOM and DEM. (4) Radiometrically
correct the orthophoto using ENVI5.3 (Exelis Visual Information Solution., Boulder, CO,
USA) to convert the numbers (DNs) to reflectance.
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Table 1. Parameters of the UAV sensors.

Name Parameter

Image sensor CMOS: 20 million effective pixels
Lens FOV 84◦

ISO range 1100–1600
Maximum photo resolution 4000 × 3000

2.2.2. Ground Data Acquisition and Processing

Ground data acquisition was synchronized with UAV data collection. We manually
acquired potato plants destructively on May 28 (tuber-formation stage, S1), June 10 (tuber-
growth stage, S2), and June 20 (starch-accumulation stage, S3). We selected three typical
potato plants from each plot and calculated the area they occupied (A) through planting
density. Then, we sampled and separated their stems and leaflets. Twenty pieces of
representative leaflets were selected, from which a circular area with a diameter of 0.8 cm
was perforated and collected from every selected leaflet. The total area S of these collected
parts was recorded, as well as their dry weight W1 after drying in the oven. The remaining
leaflets were dried and weighed too (W2). As shown in Equation (1), LAI (m2/m2) was
calculated using a specific leaf weight method. The plant height of each plot was measured
using the average of five seedlings selected from the plot.

LAI =
W1 + W2

W1×A× 10000
× S (1)

A =
10000

D
× 3 (2)

2.3. Parameter Extraction
2.3.1. Selection of Vegetation Indices

The vegetation index combines different bands of digital images in a certain way to
reduce or eliminate the influence of background information on crop-canopy spectra. In
this paper, 28 spectral bands and vegetation indices were selected to invert potato LAI
according to previous research results, and the canopy reflectance was averaged for each
round in interest within the range of 5 m × 6.5 m. The specific names and calculation
formulas are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculation formula of the RGB vegetation index.

Vegetation Index Calculations References

R
G
B
r R/(R + G + B)
g G/(R + G + B)
b B/(R + G + B)

r/b r/b
g/b g/b
r/g r/g
r + b r + b
g + b g + b
g − b g − b
r − b r − b

(r − g − b)/(r + g) (r − g − b)/(r + g)
Kawashima Index (IKAW) (r − b)/(r + b) [35]

Excess Red Vegetation Index (EXG) 2 × g − b − r [36]
Green–Red Vegetation Index (GRVI) (g − r)/(g + r) [37]
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Table 2. Cont.

Vegetation Index Calculations References

Modified Green–Red Vegetation Index (MGRVI) (g × g − r × r)/(g × g + r × r) [37]
Red–Green–Blue Vegetation Index (RGBVI) (g × g − b × r)/(g × g + b × r) [37]

Excess Red Index (EXR) 1.4 × r − g [37]
Excess Green Minus Excess Red Index (EXGR) EXG-1.4 × r-g [37]

Woebbecke Index (WI) (g − b)/(r − g) [38]
Normalized Difference Index (NDI) (r − g)/(r + g + 0.01) [39]

Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index (VARI) (g − r)/(g + r − b) [40]
Excess Green Minus Excess Red Index (EXRG) 3 × g − 2.4 × r − b [41]

Green Leaf Area Index (GLA) (2 × g − r + b)/(2 × g + r + b) [42]
Green Leaf Index (GLI) (2 × g − r-b)/(2 × g + r + b) [42]

Color Index of Vegetation Extract (CIVE) 0.441 × r − 0.881 × g − 0.3856 × b + 18.78745 [43]

2.3.2. Acquisition of Texture Features

Gray-level covariance matrix (GLCM) extraction was performed on digital orthopho-
tos with a window of 3 × 3 pixels using ENVI v.5.3 software, and eight types of gray-
level covariance matrix-based texture eigenvalues were calculated for each plot: mean
(Mean), homogeneity (Hom), entropy (Entropy, Ent), dissimilarity (Dis), second moment
(Sec), correlation (Cor), variance (Var), contrast (Con). To fully use the vegetation in-
formation contained in different channels of texture index, the three channels (RGB) of
8 texture indexes were calculated according to 14 vegetation index formulas (Table 3), and
112 improved-texture indexes were obtained. See Table 4.

Table 3. Calculation formula of the RGB texture index.

Texture Index Calculations References

Kawashima Index (TIKAW) (T(r) − T(b))/(T(r) + T(b)) [35]
Excess Red Vegetation Index (TEXG) 2 × T(g) − T(b) − T(r) [36]
Green–Red Vegetation Index (TGRVI) (T(g) − T(r))/(T(g) + T(r)) [37]

Modified Green–Red Vegetation Index (TMGRVI) (T(g) × T(g) − T(r) × T(r))/(T(g) × T(g) + T(r) × T(r)) [37]
Red–Green–Blue Vegetation Index (TRGBVI) (T(g) × T(g) − T(b) × T(r))/(T(g) × T(g) + T(b) × T(r)) [37]

Excess Red Index (TEXR) 1.4 × T(r) − T(g) [37]
Excess Green Minus Excess Red Index (TEXGR) TEXT − 1.4 × T(r) − T(g) [37]

Woebbecke Index (TWI) (T(g) − T(b))/(T(r) − T(g)) [38]
Normalized Difference Index (TNDI) (T(r) − T(g))/(T(r) + T(g) + 0.01) [39]

Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index (TVARI) (T(g) − T(r))/(T(g) + T(r) − T(b)) [40]
Excess Green Minus Excess Red Index (TEXRG) 3 × T(g)−2.4 × T(r) − T(b) [41]

Green Leaf Area Index (TGLA) (2 × T(g) − T(r) + T(b))/(2 × T(g) + T(r) + T(b)) [42]
Green Leaf Index (TGLI) (2 × T(g) − T(r) − T(b))/(2 × T(g) + T(r) + T(b)) [42]

Color Index of Vegetation Extract (TCIVE) 0.441 × T(r) − 0.881 × T(g) − 0.3856 × T(b) + 18.78745 [43]

2.3.3. Potato-Plant-Height Extraction at Different Growth Stages

Potato-plant-height extraction took place using UAV images and GCPs of the test area.
DSMs for each period of the trial were generated using PhotoScan, and by calculating the
difference between the DSMs of the different periods of the potato and bare soil, potato
plant height Hdsm could be obtained for each growth stage.
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Table 4. VITs importance ranking of three growth stages (Note: m-1 means that IKAW changes the
mean value in the texture for the three bands: S1: tuber-formation stage; S2: tuber-growth stage;
S3: starch-accumulation stage).

RANK S1 S2 S3 RANK S1 S2 S3

1 v-12 v-8 d-8 57 c-6 cor-6 s-6
2 c-4 c-12 v-4 58 v-3 h-3 cor-1
3 v-4 c-4 d-11 59 e-4 h-11 v-5
4 d-8 v-11 m-13 60 s-11 d-13 v-9
5 v-8 d-8 m-7 61 h-2 e-2 cor-2
6 d-4 v-12 m-12 62 v-10 d-14 h-7
7 m-12 m-8 c-8 63 c-10 m-7 c-3
8 m-4 d-4 m-8 64 cor-12 d-5 e-11
9 m-6 cor-11 c-12 65 s-8 d-9 c-14

10 m-13 d-12 v-11 66 v-5 c-1 e-8
11 c-12 v-4 c-11 67 s-13 cor-12 h-14
12 c-8 m-12 m-14 68 v-9 h-13 h-6
13 m-7 m-4 m-10 69 e-3 m-3 e-2
14 v-2 s-1 v-12 70 s-10 d-11 h-10
15 m-10 c-10 c-2 71 s-6 m-11 d-13
16 c-13 c-6 d-4 72 s-1 v-3 cor-3
17 c-2 d-3 v-1 73 cor-8 h-7 c-5
18 d-12 v-10 cor-11 74 d-6 cor-9 c-9
19 v-13 c-7 m-6 75 h-7 cor-5 e-1
20 c-7 v-6 m-11 76 c-5 h-10 s-13
21 e-1 cor-7 m-4 77 d-2 h-6 s-5
22 v-7 v-2 cor-8 78 h-13 s-11 s-9
23 c-11 v-7 cor-7 79 c-9 s-13 d-7
24 cor-13 cor-4 v-8 80 m-2 s-8 h-4
25 cor-7 cor-13 v-13 81 d-10 s-7 h-5
26 v-1 e-1 h-1 82 h-1 s-3 d-3
27 m-8 cor-8 h-11 83 s-7 c-3 m-1
28 v-11 m-6 cor-13 84 e-13 h-14 h-9
29 cor-3 c-2 s-2 85 e-2 m-2 h-3
30 m-5 cor-10 cor-10 86 s-5 h-12 d-6
31 m-9 c-11 v-2 87 d-5 m-14 e-6
32 c-1 c-14 m-5 88 m-3 h-5 e-10
33 e-11 d-7 m-9 89 d-9 h-9 s-1
34 cor-11 e-11 v-10 90 e-7 e-12 d-10
35 d-11 h-2 e-3 91 s-9 s-14 e-12
36 m-11 d-10 cor-6 92 cor-1 cor-3 cor-12
37 c-14 c-5 v-6 93 h-4 h-4 e-13
38 d-13 h-1 h-8 94 m-1 s-6 s-11
39 s-2 c-9 h-2 95 s-4 e-10 d-5
40 v-14 c-13 c-4 96 h-3 d-2 s-3
41 e-8 d-6 c-13 97 s-14 s-10 d-9
42 d-3 cor-1 c-1 98 h-14 d-1 e-5
43 cor-4 e-8 cor-14 99 e-14 e-6 e-9
44 d-7 v-14 v-7 100 e-6 e-13 s-8
45 cor-6 v-5 c-10 101 e-10 v-1 d-1
46 cor-10 v-9 cor-4 102 c-3 s-12 h-12
47 h-11 s-2 h-13 103 h-10 s-4 e-4
48 cor-14 m-13 d-12 104 h-12 s-9 d-14
49 d-1 e-3 m-3 105 e-5 s-5 s-14
50 h-8 cor-14 c-6 106 e-9 e-5 v-3
51 v-6 v-13 m-2 107 cor-2 e-9 s-12
52 m-14 h-8 v-14 108 e-12 e-7 e-7
53 d-14 c-8 c-7 109 s-12 e-14 s-4
54 cor-5 m-5 s-10 110 h-6 cor-2 e-14
55 s-3 m-9 cor-5 111 h-5 m-1 s-7
56 cor-9 m-10 cor-9 112 h-9 e-4 d-2
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2.4. Modeling and Assessment
2.4.1. Feature-Screening Methods

The Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) method performs a widely used wrapper
feature selection model using iteration, which has performed well in previous studies [44].
Our study adopts the SVR feature screening method for feature selection [45]. SVR is a
machine learning method commonly used for regression prediction, which is based on the
theory of Support Vector Machines (SVM) and has been improved to deal with continuous
variables. SVR is well suited for feature screening as it can capture complex nonlinear
relationships. When performing feature screening, we first use all the features for training
the SVR model and record the importance of each feature, which is usually obtained
by looking at the weights of each feature in the SVR model. Then, we rank all features
according to their importance. In general, features with higher importance significantly
impact the model’s prediction results, so we select features with higher importance for
subsequent model training. We then use a looping process to remove the features with
the lowest importance one by one, and after each removal of a feature, we retrain the SVR
model and test its performance. If the model’s performance does not degrade significantly
after removing a feature, then we permanently remove that feature. We repeat this process
until removing any features significantly degrades the model performance. With this
approach, we can filter out the features that have the most significant impact on the model’s
prediction results while removing the features that have less impact on the results, thus
simplifying the model and improving its prediction accuracy.

2.4.2. Modeling Methodology

Four methods, PLSR, RF, SVR, and XGBoost, were used for potato LAI estimation.

(1) PLSR is a statistical method that attempts to find a linear regression model between
the set of observed variables (X) and the set of predictor variables (Y) that optimizes
prediction by minimizing the sum of the squares of prediction errors. In some complex
problems, the PLSR model has advantages over the multiple linear regression model.

(2) The RF model is a prediction model based on decision trees using the Ensemble Learn-
ing strategy. It combines the prediction results of multiple decision trees to improve
the prediction accuracy and robustness of the overall model. Its characteristics give it
excellent performance in solving various prediction problems, including classification
and regression problems.

(3) SVR is an application of SVM to regression problems. SVR provides an effective way
to keep the prediction error for the training samples within a given threshold while
keeping the model complexity as small as possible. SVR can handle high-dimensional
data and has good performance for nonlinear problems. Data are robust to nonlinear
problems and have good generalization capabilities.

(4) XGBoost is an efficient machine learning algorithm based on gradient-boosting deci-
sion trees, which has shown excellent performance in many machine learning tasks,
including classification, regression, and sorting problems. It employs a forward
stepwise addition strategy that corrects the prediction errors of all previous trees by
continuously adding new trees.

2.4.3. Model Validation and Evaluation

This study used Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOOCV) as the dataset segmenta-
tion method. LOOCV is a commonly used model-validation method designed to assess
the generalization performance of a model. LOOCV is mainly applied to small-sample
datasets because, in this case, other cross-validation methods (e.g., k-fold cross-validation)
may result in a split between the training and validation sets that are too extreme. The
48 sets of data for each growth stage and the actual field measurement dataset were divided
into 41 training sets and one test set, where each sample was predicted only once. The
average value was finally selected as the final performance of the model. The Coefficient of
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Determination (R2), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
were also used as the model accuracy-evaluation indices.

3. Results
3.1. LAI and Plant Height of Potatoes at Different Growth Stages
3.1.1. Distribution of LAI in Potatoes at Different Growth Stages

Three field experiments were conducted to determine LAI for 48 Test areas. A total of
144 LAI samples were obtained during the three growing periods, as shown in Figure 2. The
potato LAI box line plot reflects the stage changes of LAI in the potato canopy. LAI values
decreased from tuber formation to tuber growth, but the change was flat, and LAI remained
stable from tuber growth to starch accumulation. The LAI ranges from 0.46 to 2.69 m2/m2

in the tuber-formation stage, with an average LAI of 1.38 m2/m2; the LAI ranged from
0.35 to 2.49 m2/m2 in the tuber-growth stage, with an average LAI of 1.26 m2/m2; the LAI
ranged from 0.29 to 3.56 m2/m2 in the starch-accumulation stage, with an average leaf LAI
1.28 m2/m2.
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3.1.2. Distribution of Plant Height of Potato Plants at Different Growth Stages

Figure 3 is a box plot of plant-height distribution of potato plants in three growth
periods. From the figure, the plant height of potatoes in three growth periods gradually
showed a decreasing trend because of the rapid growth of plants in the tuber-growth period
in the early stage of potato plants development for the transfer of nutrients; photosynthesis
is wholly used for plant development, a large amount of organic matter in the tuber-growth
period is transferred to the underground tuber part through the plant, making the plant
height of potato plants decrease. During the starch-accumulation period, the organic matter
of the aboveground plant part is also transferred to the tuber, making the aboveground
plants’ further senescence and the plant height to decrease. During the starch-accumulation
period, organic matter from the aboveground plant parts is also transferred to the tubers,
causing further senescence of the aboveground plants and a further reduction in plant
height. The tuber-formation-period plant height (H) ranged from 20.4 to 40.4 cm, with an
average H of 30.3 cm; the tuber-growth period H ranged from 18.5 to 40.9 cm, with an
average H of 27.7 cm; and the starch-accumulation period H ranged from 15.1 to 40.5 cm,
with an average H of 25.8 cm.
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3.2. Validation of Potato-Plant-Height Extraction

In order to verify the accuracy of the potato-plant-height extracted based on DSM, the
plant height Hdsm of the three growth stages was compared with the measured plant height
H to conduct the validation analysis. The results are shown in Figure 4. The comparison of
the potato plant Hdsm of multiple growth stages was extracted based on the DSM data with
the measured plant height H and it showed that the R2 was 0.84, the MAE was 2.21 cm,
and the RMSE was 2.53 cm.
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3.3. Materiality Analysis

Figure 5 displays the SVR-RFE method’s ranking of 28 VIs, derived from digital
images capturing tuber-formation, -growth, and starch-accumulation stages. In-band
three: The ranking results of the 28 spectral vegetation indices, 24 texture parameters,
and 112 construction indices (VITs), each assessed separately, are presented in Table 4.
According to Figure 5, the ‘g’ and ‘EXG’ indices received high rankings for band importance
across all three growth stages.
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Figure 5. The vegetation index features the importance ranking of three growth stages. (Note: Column
height is directly proportional to feature importance. S1: tuber-formation stage. S2: tuber-growth
stage. S3: starch-accumulation stage).

From Figure 6, B-Var-1, G-Ent-4, G-Ent-2, G-Mean-1, B-Sec-2, G-Ent-3, B-Mean-1,
G-Ent-1, B-Mean-3, G-Mean-2 are more advanced in the indexed importance ranking
of texture.
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Figure 6. The texture index features an importance ranking of three growth stages. (Note: Column
height is directly proportional to feature importance. S1: tuber-formation stage. S2: tuber-growth
stage. S3: starch-accumulation stage).

Table 4 shows the ranking importance of VITs. TIs changed with MGRVI, VARI, GLA,
and GLI features which occupy 87% of the top-ten importance rankings. For clarity, we
number texture calculations in the table. m-1 means feature mean with texture information
for the TIKAW calculation.
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3.4. Model Feature Selection and Modeling

To construct the optimal LAI inversion model, the VIs, TIs, and VITs variables, which
rank as the top three in terms of importance, are selected as modeling features, and the leave-
one-out validation method is adopted for modeling and finding the best LAI inversion
model. In this study, we used the linear modeling approach PLSR, machine learning
methods SVR and RF, and XGBoost to model the fusion of VIs, VIs and Tis; VIs and VITs;
VIs and VITs; and Hdsm, respectively. We predicted LAI during the tuber-formation period,
the tuber-growth period, and the starch-accumulation period of potatoes’ LAI prediction.
The study evaluated the models’ performance and accuracy using R2, MAE, and RMSE.
The results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of modeling effects.

Stage Tuber Formation Tuber Growth Starch Accumulation

Mode VIs VIs + TIs VIs +
VITs

VIs + VITs
+ Hdsm

VIs VIs + TIs VIs +
VITs

VIs + VITs
+ Hdsm

VIs VIs + TIs VIs +
VITs

VIs + VITs
+ Hdsm

PLSR R2 0.67 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.61 0.43 0.69 0.74 0.75
MAE 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.29 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.37 0.27 0.25 0.25
RMSE 0.32 0.3 0.29 0.28 0.38 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.49 0.36 0.33 0.33

SVR R2 0.53 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.6 0.57 0.66 0.7 0.71
MAE 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.31 0.26 0.25 0.25
RMSE 0.38 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.43 0.38 0.36 0.35

RF R2 0.61 0.7 0.72 0.76 0.66 0.71 0.8 0.84 0.63 0.82 0.85 0.88
MAE 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.13
RMSE 0.35 0.3 0.29 0.27 0.3 0.27 0.23 0.21 0.4 0.28 0.25 0.23

XGboost R2 0.71 0.87 0.87 0.92 0.69 0.71 0.78 0.83 0.76 0.86 0.92 0.93
MAE 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.17 0.21 0.2 0.14 0.14
RMSE 0.3 0.22 0.2 0.16 0.29 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.32 0.25 0.18 0.17

4. Discussion
4.1. Spectral and Textural Materiality Ranking with LAI Using SVR-RFE

Traditional feature-selection methodologies, such as the Pearson Correlation Coef-
ficient, are frequently employed in remote-sensing data analysis. However, the Pearson
method is limited to delineating superficial linear relationships between features and target
values. This study introduces the SVR-RFE approach as a robust alternative. SVR-RFE can
address non-linear relationships between features and target variables, and it offers a global
observation of all features, thereby circumventing the oversight of complex interplays
among multiple characteristics. Furthermore, the RFE component of this method enhances
the interpretability of variable selection. Overall, the SVR-RFE feature selection methodol-
ogy stands out for its flexibility and broad applicability, particularly when features exhibit
non-linear relationships with targets or when the data is embedded with noise [46].

After the VIs of the three growth stages were sorted using SVR-RFE, the top 10 in
terms of importance in the tuber-formation and tuber-growth stages were g, EXG, B, IKAW,
R, RGBVI, and the top 10 in terms of volume in the tuber-growth and starch-accumulation
stages were g, EXG, g/b, r/b, EXGR, and EXRG, and the top 10 in terms of importance in the
tuber-formation and starch-accumulation stages were g, EXG, g/b, r/b, EXGR, and EXRG,
and the top 10 in terms of importance in the tuber-formation and starch-accumulation
stages were g, EXG, g/b, r/b, EXGR, and EXRG. In all three growth stages, the top 10 in
importance are g and EXG bands, and in RGB images, g represents the normalized green
band. Plant chlorophyll has a high reflectance of green light, which makes healthy plants
appear visually green. This phenomenon stems from the need for plant photosynthesis.
Plant chlorophyll absorbs blue and red light for photosynthesis but less green light. As a
result, green light is reflected to our eyes or image sensors, making plants appear green
to the human eye or camera. EXG is often used to monitor the growth and greenness of
vegetation [47]. In the case of vigorous vegetation growth and dense foliage, LAI tends to
be higher, and EXG may also be higher because more foliage causes more green light to be
reflected. The EXG index has many applications in remote sensing, environmental science,
agriculture, and other fields [36]. It can be used to monitor the growth status of vegetation
to optimize irrigation and fertilization strategies.

From the Vis’ features that ranked in the top 10 in importance in the two growth stages,
it can be seen that six features classified in the top 10 in volume in both adjacent growth
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stages, while there were only three in the tuber-formation and starch-accumulation periods,
which indicated that there was not much spectral change of the vegetation canopy in the
adjacent growth stages and that in the starch-accumulation period, the canopy spectra and
the tuber-formation period underwent a more pronounced change due to the beginning of
the potato nutrient transfer from the stem and leaflets to the fruits. While texture index and
VIs were different, the order of texture importance realized a significant difference in the
tuber-growth and starch-accumulation periods, and this change was due to the difference
in morphological changes of the plants in different growth stages.

After SVR-RFE sorting, VITs changed with TMGRVI, TVARI, TGLA, and TGLI make up
87% of the top 10 in the importance ranking. The equation of VITs shows that the other
three variations, except TMGRVI, contain three channels of this texture. This indicates
that combining different band channels can make the texture information more useful in
crop-LAI monitoring.

4.2. Effects of Texture and Plant Height on the Accuracy of Estimating Potato LAI at Different
Growth Stages

Texture and height information has been widely used for parameter estimation of
various crops such as winter wheat [48], maize [49], rice [50], etc. These studies sought
suitable vegetation indices and texture as feature input models but did not consider the
fusion of texture data from different channels and vertically oriented crop information. In
this study, the texture indices extracted from the three tracks were transformed according
to 14 commonly used vegetation index formulas to obtain new VIT features. The texture
that has been changed with MGRVI, VARI, GLA, and GLI in the newly acquired features
occupies 87% in the top 10 in the importance rankings, which suggests that the texture
information between the different channels is transformed by specific indices to better
respond to the potato LAI information. From the above four texture-calculation methods,
all four are the ratio form of the vegetation index. The ratio vegetation index is also the
most commonly used for assessing the growth status of vegetation texture information
after the ratio calculation [45].

In this study, the accuracy of different data fusion for potato predicted LAI was
compared, and the accuracy of the model increased after the fusion of characteristics at the
three growth stages. In the tuber-formation stage, the R2 of the PLSR models VIs, VIs +
TIs, VIs + VITs, VIs + VITs + Hdsm increased by 6.0%, 10.4%, and 13.4%. The R2 of the SVR
model increased by 22.6%, 24.5%, and 35.8%. The R2 of the RF model increased by 14.8%,
18.0%, and 24.6%. The R2 of XGBoost increased by 22.5%, 22.5%, and 29.6%. From the
results, feature fusion improves the accuracy of the LAI prediction model. This is consistent
with previous studies [50,51]. In the tuber-growth stage, the R2 of the PLSR models VIs,
VIs + TIs, VIs + VITs, VIs + VITs + Hdsm were increased by 50%, 50%, and 52.5%. The R2

of the SVR model increased by 3.7%, 7.4%, and 11.1%. The R2 of the RF model increased
by 7.6%, 21.2%, and 27.3%. The R2 of XGBoost increased by 2.9%, 13%, and 20.3%. In the
starch accumulation, the R2 of PLSR model VIs, VIs + TIs, VIs + VITs, VIs + VITs + HDSM
increased by 60.4%, 72.1%, and 74.4%. The R2 of the SVR model increased by 15.8%, 22.8%,
and 24.6%. The R2 of the RF model increased by 30.2%, 34.9%, and 39.7%; The R2 of
XGBoost increased by 13.2%, 21.1%, and 22.4%. When the TEX improves potato LAI greatly,
the accuracy of VITs is lower, while when the TEX improves, the accuracy is smaller, and
VITs’ increase is higher. The effect of plant-height characteristics in potato LAI estimation
was not obvious in the PLSR model. However, the effect was better in the tuber-formation
and growth stages but worse in the starch-accumulation stages, and because potato crops’
growth habits are related, potato stolon’s plant height decreases. At the same time, the LAI
gradually increases during the starch-accumulation period, so Hdsm is limited around the
starch-accumulation stage.
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4.3. Impact of Different Models on the Accuracy of LAI Inversion

Figure 7 shows the results of different models predicting potato LAI at three growth
stages in this study. The XGBoost model has the best modeling effect, and its accuracy
and robustness are improved compared to the other three models. In the PLSR model of
the three growth stages, it is evident in Figure 7A,E,I that the underestimation of LAI is
improved when the potato LAI exceeds 1.5. Moreover, when the LAI is low (LAI < 1), the
overestimation of LAI is also improved in the PLSR model for the three growth stages.
In Figure 7B,F,J, the underestimation of LAI is improved when the potato LAI exceeds 2.
Moreover, when the LAI is low (LAI < 1), the situation where the LAI is overestimated is
also enhanced. However, when the LAI < 1.5, the VIs + TIs in the tuber-formation stage
were underestimated individually; from Figure 7C,J,K, the RF model’s prediction of LAI
is poor, although most of the points are distributed in the 1:1 line. However, the error of
individual points is significant; it may be that the sample size is too small, resulting in
errors in the decision-making process of random forest decision trees. XGBoost, as the
model that predicted the highest potato LAI Kyoto, performed well in three growth periods.
As can be seen in Figure 7D, the overestimation of LAI is resolved when the potato LAI is
between 0.75 and 1.5; the underestimation of LAI is improved when the LAI is >2; and the
underestimation is improved when the LAI is >1.5 in Figure 7H,L. XGBoost uses a decision
tree as the base model and gradually improves the prediction accuracy through an iterative
approach, with each iteration adding a new tree to correct for the previous prediction error.
The XGBoost model outperforms other machine learning models in feature fusion [52]. In
crop parameter prediction, knowledge and techniques are combined from various fields,
such as computer science, statistics, remote sensing, botany, and agricultural science. From
the beginning of statistical models to machine learning algorithms to Ensemble Learning
methods, this interdisciplinary convergence has led to new methods that improve the
effectiveness and accuracy of predictive models.

4.4. Limitations and Prospects

In this study, based on potato digital images of different growth stages, we extracted
plots’ spectra, texture, and plant height with different fertilization treatments. The different
channel textures were subjected to vegetation indexing operations to obtain new texture
features. The results showed that the texture information was better correlated with potato
LAI after deformation of TMGRVI, TVARI, TGLA, and TGLI, and that the accuracy of the potato
LAI model with VIs + VITs + H was higher, and the model’s accuracy was higher. This
provides a reference for the inversion of potato LAI. The texture features obtained in this
paper are limited, and the textures based on the Gabor filter have also been widely used in
crop parameter prediction. Moreover, image wavelet decomposition and transformation
can also result in new features. In the future, we will explore the relationship between
different types of features and potato LAI to find the best features for potato LAI modeling.

This study used low-cost and easy-to-use UAV digital images to achieve good results
in potato LAI prediction(R2 > 0.8). Multispectral, hyperspectral, LiDAR, and other UAV
sensors have been widely used in crop-nutrition detection. Multispectral and hyperspectral
sensors provide richer spectral information. Compared with indirect methods based
on spectral reflectance, LiDAR can measure vegetation’s three-dimensional structural
information features more directly, which is closely related to LAI. LiDAR data can be
combined with multispectral and hyperspectral images to make potato LAI estimation
more accurate.
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Figure 7. Comparison of prediction and measured value results across various models. (Note:
S1: tuber-formation stage. S2: tuber-growth stage. S3: starch-accumulation stage; Figure (A–D)
shows the prediction results of PLSR, SVR, RF and XGBoost models for tuber formation, Figure (E–H)
shows the prediction results of PLSR, SVR, RF and XGBoost models for tuber growth, Figure (I–L)
shows the prediction results of PLSR, SVR, RF and XGBoost models for starch accumulation).

5. Conclusions

Estimating potato LAI is helpful for accurate fertilization and growth monitoring, and
drone technology provides an effective way to estimate potato LAI. In this study, digital
image (1) Vis, (2) VIs + Tis, (3) VIs + VITs, (4) VIs + VITs + Hdsm combination models were
utilized to explore the role of different types of variables in LAI model inversion. Based on
the three data types above, four modeling methods, PLSR, SVR, RF, and XGBoost, were
used to establish the LAI inversion model for potatoes with multiple growth stages. The
results showed that (1) the SVR-RFE feature selection method can be used for potato LAI
inversion modeling. (2) After VIT transformation, the accuracy of the three growth stages
was improved: PLSR (4.4%, 0%, 11.7%), SVR (1.9%, 3.7%, 7%), RF (3.2%, 13.6%, 4.7%),
XGBoost (0%, 10.1%, 7.9%). After the addition of Hdsm, the accuracy of the three growth
stages was improved: PLSR (3%, 2.5%, 2.3%), SVR (11.3%, 3.7%, 1.8%), RF (6.6%, 6.1%,
4.8%), XGBoost (7.1%, 7.3%, 0.7%). (3) The XGBoost with VIs + VITs + Hdsm performed
best in potato LAI (R2: 0.92, 0.83, 0.93) fusion feature inversion, effectively reducing the
spectral saturation phenomenon when the potato LAI is large. It can be used to predict the
LAI during the important growth stages of potatoes. This study investigated the role of
spectral, texture, and plant height in potato LAI prediction, but only the most common
GLMC texture was used. In the future, we will explore more types of textures and texture
combinations for potato LAI monitoring.
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